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TO: JUDICI AL CONFERENCE AD HOC COMMITTEE 
ON FEDERAL HABEAS CORPUS REVIEW 
OF CAPI TAL SENTENCES 
FROM: ALBERT X. PEARSON, REPORTER 
RE: LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 
DATE: NOVEMBER 21, 1988 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Two pr incipal topics are discussed in this memorandum: (1) 
areas where th e development of some statistical or illustrative 
information mi ght be helpful to justify legislative proposals 
coming fro m th e Committee; and ( 2) habeas corpus reform measures 
that have b een presented in Congress or advanced in other forums 
over the past two decades. In connection with the habeas corpus 
reform measures, I have noted the major arguments for and against 
each measure. 
II. POTENTIAL NEEDS FOR EMPIRICAL DATA 
A. Case Load Burden 
One issue that the Committee will probably have to address 
at some point is whether the focus on death penalty cases is 
justified. When you look at total habeas corpus filings annually 
for the pas t two decades, it would be hard to say that such 
filings have contributed inordinately to the federal court 
workload. Fo r example, total civil filings between 1966 and 1986 
increased b y 359%. 1 In contrast, total prisoner filings (federal 
and state) i ncreased by 469%. 2 A closer look at total prisoner 
1. The jump was from 70,906 to 254,828. Wilkes, Federal and 
State Postconviction Remedies and Relief, $ 8.2 (1st ed. 
1983)(1986 supplement). 
2. The change was from 6,248 to 29,333. Id. 
filings, hG~e~~i~-puts- an important perspective on these figures. 
~ : ~ ~ ?~ /. :_ ~: : . :: . 
The great hulk of -this increase has been in prisoner civil rights 
. -- - .- .. -
actions~ S~a?ti~uli~ly section 1983 suits by state prisoners, and 
.... ,, -· -· , - - -
not because of a dramatic increase in section 2254 petitions. In 
fact, section 2254 petitions between 1966 and 1986 increased by 
only 169%, 3 a rate which is considerably below the 359% 
increase experienced in total civil filings. 4 
This review suggests---in my view strongly---that the 
Committee's focus on capital cases is valid. For at least two 
reasons, they present the federal (and state) courts with unique 
fairness, procedural an d a dministrative problems. One is 
that death row inmates have an incentive to exploit every 
opportunity to delay the processing of their cases and to 
relitigate issues which sharply differentiates them from inmates 
sentenced to a term of years. That point seems so intuitively 
obvious that a search for more documentation would be a waste of 
effort. 
The second is that, as a sub-category of section 2254 
filings, death penalty cases pose a greater burden on the federal 
courts than their actual numbers reflect. Some supporting is 
readily available such as: (1) data showing that the death row 
population is increasing more rapidly than the courts can process 
3. The increase was from 5,339 section 2254 petitions in 
1966 to 9,045 in 1986. By comparison, the jump in state prisoner 
section i983 actions was from below 1,000 to more than 20,000 
over the same time. Id. 
4. This figure would still be 350% even if you excluded all 
prisoner filings from total civil filings. 
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these cases to a final disposition; and (2) according to the 
report of th e Spangenburg Group issued in September, 1987, ther e 
is literally a flood---in comparison to what we have experienced 
thus far---of death penalty cases headed for the federal courts. 
The report stated that 174 death penalty cases were pending at 
the federal district court level and 97 before various circuit 
courts or on pet i tion for certiorari. For fiscal year 1988, it 
predicted that 304 death penalty cases would be in a position to 
shift from state to federal court; 
number p redicted was 340. 5 
for fiscal year 1989 the 
Even though these figures suggest a crisis in the volume of 
work soon to face the federal courts in death penalty cases, we 
could attempt to get more detailed information about the actual 
judicial time devoted to an average death penalty case (if such a 
thing exists). For example, how many hours each year does a 
federal judge spend on all his or her duties? What percentage of 
this time would be consumed by a death pena~ty case? When sitting 
as a district judge? When sitting as a circuit judge---with 
opinion wr i ting responsibility and without it? The question 
posed is no t simply whether death penalty cases are too much work 
or too hard , but whether they consume so much time that the other 
business o f t he federal courts is unjustifiably put to one side. 
in 
Information of this sort might be helpful/deciding whether death 
penalty cas es should have special procedures making it possible 
S. Report of the Spangenberg Group, Caseload and Cost 
Projections f or Federal Habeas Corpus Death Penalty Cases in FY 
1988 and FY 1989, 20 (Sept. 1987) 
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to handle t hem more efficiently wit hout compromising fairness or 
the scope o f federal review. 
A--re l ated ~guestioo - is the - i nten sity : of the pressure under 
which federal (and state) judges o f ten must work in death penalty 
cases. Here I refer to the role that death warrants and stays of 
execution _presently play in movi ng a case through the federal and 
state systems. Judge Sharp's stat ement of February 26, 1988 
provides a graphic picture of the th e dynamics of this process.6 
Do we · need -- to = delve into th is more? For reasons mention ed 
elsewhere in this memorandum, this i nformation would support the 
use of a statute of limitation as the mechanism for an orderly 
transition of capital cases fro m s tate to federal court. 
B. SOURCES _OF DELAY 
In this section, I try to identify reasons for delay in the 
handling of capital habeas cases that are structural or doctrinal 
in natur e. 
As a preliminary matter, some comment about the problem of 
delay seems appropriate. One reason for delay in death penalt y 
cases is due to the fact of lower federal court review of state 
criminal convictions. Unless the Committee wants to recommend 
change in the substantive scope of federal habeas review, this 
cause for d elay is something tha t we h a ve to be aware of but 
6. Statement of the Honor a b l e G. Kendell Sharp before the 
Subcommittee on Government Inf o r mation, Justice and Agricul t ure 
of the House Committee on Gov ernment Operations. 
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need not empr.~s~ze. 
Of t he ·0 1 executions in the United States since Furman, 90 
were resi sLeri legally by the prisoner. In states that have had 5 
or more e xe c u tions (Texas, Florida, Louisiana and Georgia), the 
average t ime f rom the date of the crime to the date of execution 
has range d f rom 5 years 10 months in Louisiana to 9 years 10 
months in Geo rgia. To the extent that any of this time is due to 
the necess i t y of a retrial whether on guilt-innocence or the 
imposition of the death penalty, the delay is a result of a 
substantive l egal judgment about the fairness of the state 
criminal tr ial. 
As you all know, the number of reversals in death penalty 
cases has be en high---indeed far higher than in cases involving 
inmates sentenced to a term of years. 7 Of course, not all of the 
reversals have occurred in federal court, but many, perhaps a 
considerable ma jority, have. To death penalty opponents, this 
pattern is . powerful proof of the need for federal collateral 
review of s t at e criminal convictions, particularly in capital 
cases. Any delay in the imposition of the death penalty 
attributable t o this, in their view, is legally and morally 
justified. I mention this only to emphasize the importance of 
questions a bo ut structure and admi n istrative efficiency separate 
7. Ac cord ing to a 1987 report of the NAACP Legal Defense and 
Education Fun d quoted by the Los An ge les Times on March 23, 1988, 
558 death sentences had been declared unconstitutional; there 
have been 1 , 209 reversals on other grounds. These figures were 
not broke n d own to reflect whether the decisions occurred in 
state or fe de ral court. 
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from coQe~ rn..s _: that might appear to call into question the prese nt 
scope of fede ral habeas cor pus re vi ew of state convictions. 
Wit b ~tijt s · in mind, here js a ~list of sources of . delay that 
arguably c~g _pe addressed under th e rubric of administrative or 
procedur~l ~reform: 
-
1. The re are two phases o f stat e and federal post-conviction 
review not subject to any time tables: (a) the step between 
direct appeal and the ini tiation of state post-conviction review; 
and (b) the step between the conclusion of state post-conviction 
proceedings and the initiat ion of federal habeas review. In death 
penalty cases, it is not unusual for legal proceedings to come to 
a halt after a ruling by the state supreme court on direct 
appeal. Typically, the sett i n g of an execution date (or the 
threat to set one) serves as the stimulus to trigger further 
legal action on behalf of the i nmate. At that point, post-
conviction relief is initia ted and a stay of execution is sought. 
This ad hoc process varies from state to state, however, and it 
inevitably leaves some cases in l im bo. It also places a premium 
on crisis man agement skills. Plainly , this situation suggests the 
utility of a statute of limitation, actually two statutes of 
limitations, one federal and th e other 
Florida's two year statute of limitations,8 
state. Except for 
I know of no other 
precedent for - this approach. Do we need to document this problem 
in a more de tailed fashion? 
8. Florida Rule of Cr i mi nal P rocedure 3.850. 
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2. Anoth e r s o urce of delay is th e time (and judicial energy ) 
expended in consi d e ring req ue sts for sta y s o f execution. In death 
penalty cases , wh y shouldn't the operating assumption be that no 
person wi ll b e e xecuted until he o r s he has had at least one 
trip through t h e federal s ystem pur suant t o section 2254. If we 
can dev ise a way to move cases into fe d er a l court in a more 
timely and orderly manner, there wou l d probably be no need for 
the pract ice of s e t ting an execution d a te to force the priso n e r 
to take h is c ase to the next stage of review. In this vein, a 
statute of l imi tati on, as I concei v e i t, would serve the function 
that the setting of an execution date (or its threat) now does. I 
don't know how much judicial time (or energy) this would save. 
Perhaps th i s i s something we should try to document. But, it 
seems to me that any judicial time now devoted to considering 
requests for stays of execution during the first trip through 
post-conviction r eview---whether at the s tat e or federal level---
is entirely unnecessary. 
3. An othe r means of saving time in the death penalty review 
process would be the elimination of multiple opportunities for 
Supreme Court review. Presently, a skilled advocate knows that i n 
a death p e na l ty case he or she can get at least three chances for 
Supreme Cou rt review: ( a) after s t a t e s u p reme court review on 
direct appeal; ( b ) a fter st a te supr e me c o urt review in the state 
hab eas pha se; an d (c) after feder a l cir cuit court review in a 
section 22 5 4 procee di ng. 
Why not s h ift the time for Su preme Court review to the end 
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of this p rocess? Under th is sc h e me, death penalty cases wou l d 
have at lea s t four stages o f ap pel l at e or post-conviction rev i ew 
in the lower courts: (a) state direct appeal; (b) state post-
convictio n r eview (which would inc lu de trial level and appellate 
review); (c ) federal district court review under section 2254; 
and (d) federal circuit cour t ap pel l ate review. 
Defer Supreme Court review until the entire record has been 
developed i n a death penalty case. Supreme Court review at this 
point would literally bring the case t o an end and might enhan ce 
the sense of finality that ought to be associated with its 
actions. As it now stan ds, a petition for certiorari is a roll of 
the dice that costs nothing to try yet in every instance buys a 
capital defendant time which obviously is precious to him. But 
is the opportunity for multiple Supreme Court review essential 
to fairness in death penalty cases? I think not as long as we 
preserve the right to petition for certiorari when all lower 
court review---state and federal---is over. 
Another advantage of 
capital cases is that 
modifying the certiorari 
it would limit, perhaps 
r ul es i n 
end, t he 
involvement of the Supreme Court Justices in review ing 
applications for stays of execution. This responds to one of the 
Chief Justice's major concerns. It also is in line with my 
earlier point about devising a system which, as a matter of 
policy, does not contemplate the e xecution of a prisoner under 
death sentence until the completion of federal habeas review. 
4. The total exhaustion requirement of Rose v. Lundy is 
8 
another so urc e of delay in death penalty cases. Because of it, 
considerable time can be consumed sending a case back to the 
state system even on a single issue. Needless to say, an inmate 
under death sentence is not going to complain about this. Do the 
benefits of comity expressed in Rose outweigh the costs of delay 
at least in death penalty cases? Admittedly, the states have the 
option of wai v ing the total exhaustion rule, but should we pursue 
a legislat ive s olution? A point t o bear in mind here is that if 
the Committ e e ultimately recommends a system for the appointment 
of counsel in death penalty cases, concern about the effect of 
the total exhaustion rule will probably become moot. 9 
5. Is there a need for review in section 2254 cases by the 
federal district courts? Shouldn't all post conviction 
evidentiary hearings and fact finding take place in the state 
system? If that can be achieved, wouldn't federal habeas review 
become tantamount to another stage of appellate review. District 
court involvement plainly can serve a screening function in death 
penalty cases, but its decision on the merits during an inmate's 
first trip through the federal system is never going to be final. 
Would there be a worthwhile time savings if the system were 
changed in d eath cases so that upon exhaustion of state remedies, 
an inmate t ook his case directly t o the appropriate federal 
circuit co u rt as an appeal? This idea was first raised by 
9. Co uns el will have responsibility for developing the 
record factually and legally in the state courts. If something is 
not raised there, a federal court would not necessarily have to 
view the omis sion as a problem of f ailure to exhaust. It would 
probably be ha ndl ed as a procedural default question. 
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Professor Me ad or; in my opinion, it has a lot of potential. 
III. PRINC IPAL LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS: 1973-1988 
Attached is a list of habeas corpus reform bills (Appendix 
1-12) intr odu ced in Congress from 1973 to 1988. Every important 
approach to habeas corpus reform is included in this group. My 
survey shows that 10 different versions of habeas corpus reform 
legislation have been since 1973 . As you might expect, most of 
the recently proposed refo rm bills have picked up earl ie r 
proposals giving later proposals an omnibus quality. A summary of 
these bills follows; copies of selected bills are in the 
appendix. 
1. HR 5217 (introduced August 11, 1988) with one notable 
exception is the prime example of omnibus legislation that has 
been presented in Congress at least 13 times since 1982. (A 12) 
It proposes these changes: (a) a codification of Wainwright v. 
Sykes; makes it applicable to both section 2254 and 2255 cases; 
(b) a three year statute of limitation triggered by the 
exhaustion of state remedies; this provision is linked to 
prisoner access to an approved state funded legal assistance 
program; the statute of limitation will not run if there is a 
state imposed impediment preventing a prisoner from filing a 
section 2254 petition; a newly recognized right is asserted; or a 
10 
claim is based on newly discovered evidence; 10 (c) an amendment 
to section 2253 requiri ng a c ertificate of probable cause fro m a 
circuit. j~a~e in order for a prisoner to appeal; applicable in 
both section 2254 and 2255 cases; (d) a modification of the 
section 2254 · exhaustion requir e ment to permit denial of the writ 
even if _ · a :~ petitioner has n o t exhausted on all claims; (e) a 
streng:thep;ing and simpli fic ation of the presumption of 
correctnes~~which attaches t o s tate findings of fact; the burden 
is on petitioner to rebut th is presumption by clear an d 
convincing evidence; (f) a codification of Stone v. Powell across 
the board to all constitutional claims fully and fairly 
adjudicated in state court. 
The three year sta tut e of limitation in HR 5217 is unusual 
in two respects. First, it links the application of any statute 
of limitation to the provision of legal assistance at state 
expense. None of the other 12 omnibus proposals do this. The only 
other bill that has linked a statute of limitation to the 
provis i on of counsel was a pr oposal introduced by Congressman 
Rodino in 1974 (HR 14534). Second, 
proposals have a one year rather 
limitation. 
all of the other omnibus 
year 
than three/ statute of 
2. HR 72 (introduced January 6, 1987) is illustrative of 6 
bills that propose less sweeping habeas corpus reform than HR 
10. In my judgment, the triggering mechanism used in all of 
the statute of limitation proposals needs to be reconsidered. 
Using exhaustion of state remedies as the trigger will produce 
confusion because exhaustion occurs on an issue by issue basis a t 
different times throughout st a te re view of a criminal convictio n . 
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5217. (A 1 ) I t s provisions include: (a) an expansion of the 
federal magist r ate 's fact finding role in habeas cases; (b) a 
codificat io n o f Wa inwright v. Sykes, but in slightly different 
language than t hat used in HR 5217; (c) a three year statute of 
limitation tha t is tolled only for newly recognized rights given 
retroactiv e a ppl ication; and (d) a strengthening of the 
presumptio n of correctness afforded to state factfinding by 
simplifyin g an d r ewording section 2254(d). 
3. S 211 ( i n troduced January 6, 1987) is one of a kind. (A 
25) It is ~init e d to death penalty cases and would deny federal 
habeas corp us consideration of state death penalty cases unless 
the petitione r "makes a credible showing of innocence .•• " The 
restriction o n access to federal court under section 2254 is tied 
to an ade qu ate state system of direct appeal and post-conviction 
review. In other words, it is a bill that would codify Stone v. 
Powell, but o nly in death penalty cases. 
4. HR 2613 (introduced May 23, 1985) is an odd bill that 
attempts to tighten the legal standards for determining whether a 
claim has been exhausted under section 2254. (A 28) Not very 
clearly dra f ted, this bill was introduced three different times 
by the same representative, Congressman Fiedler. 
5. HR 2615 (introduced May 23, 1985) is a narrowly focused 
bill designed to prevent federal judges from granting bail to 
state pris oners while their section 2254 petitions are being 
considered. (A 30) I have been unaware that this was a problem. 
This bill was i ntroduced twice by Congressman Fiedler. 
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6. HR . 2614 (introduced May 23, 1985) would prevent a state 
prisoner - f~om ~attacking a conviction based on a plea agreemen t . 
( A 31) ~no th. er pr~osal f ro_m __ C~_ng_ressman Fiedler. 
7. S 1817 (introduced September 25, 1979) is an example of 
six bills proposed between 1976 and 1979 that sought to reverse 
Stone v. Powell and to revive Fay v. Noia. (A 33) 
8. S 567 (introduced January 26, 1973) is illustrative of 
five bills proposed in 1973 that: (a) amended section 2253 to 
require a -- circuit rather than district judge to issue the 
certificate _ ~of : probable cause f or appeal; (b) codified the 
procedural default principle now established under Wainwright v. 
Sykes and did so for both section 2254 and 2255 cases. (A 37) 
9. HR 14534 (introduced May 1, 1974) proposes: (a) a 
clarification of the exhaustion requirement; and (b) gives a 
state prisoner 120 days after exhaustion of state remedies to 
file in fede ral court provided the state notifies the prisoner of 
the fact of exhaustion and offers him free legal assistance in 
deciding wh ether to apply for federal habeas corpus relief. (A 
44) 
10. HR 13918 (introduced April 2, 1974) would have required 
the federal to bear the costs of section 2254 litigation under 
certain circumstances. (A 49) 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Generally, the habeas corpus reform proposals have not been 
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tailored to address th e special proble ms p osed by death penal ty 
cases. The most pr omising approach for the Committee woul d 
probably be t o leave the substantive scope of federal habeas 
corpus review in de ath penalty cases as it now stands. The 
temptation t o codify Wainwright v. Sykes should be resisted 
because such a p rop osal would trigger much more polit i cal 
resistance tha n i t would be worth. Tw o other changes seem 
unobjectionable a s reform measures---amen ding the certificate of 
probable caus e prov ision of section 2253 and strengthening the 
presumption of correctness for state fact fi ndings---but neither 
one would really be h elpful in death penalty. 
Two measures t hat would be helpful in death penalty cases 
are the sta tute of limitation proposa l and the modification of 
the exhaustion doctrine to permit the denial of the writ in 
conjunction with unexhausted claims. The utility of both of these 
proposals would be enhanced by a mechanis m providing for counsel 
in death penalty cases throughout the entire post conviction 
phase. Coun sel woul d make the imposition o f the death penalty in 
this coun try fairer in many respects. It wo uld also make it 
possible for court s to ensure that deat h penalty cases move 
through the review process in a more structured and expeditious 
manner. The enforcement of procedural default rules and bars to 
successive petitions would be perceived as more just. 
But, as benefi cial as this might be, the re is still a need 
to eliminate unn ecessary steps in the dea th penalty review 
process: (a) all e x ecutions should be stayed automatically until 
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federal ha beas • review has been completed including t he 
opportun ity t o _£ila a certiorari petition to the Supreme Court; 
(b) each inmate urr-0er death sentence . should be afforded a single 
chance to seek certiorari to the Supreme Court---after all lower 
court post conviction review; (~) suoject . to narrow exceptions, 
all fact findiQg in post conviction review should be handled in 
state court so that federal habeas review can bypass the district 
co u r t s and g o s t _r a i g ht t o the c i r cu i t co u r t s • 
I hope this· ·e-ffort is helpful and at the least provokes some 
lively dis cussioR. 
... 
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September 15, 1988 
HABEAS CORPUS LEGISLATION in 100th CONGRESS 
1. H.R. 5217 (Introduced August 11, 1988) 
Codifies cause and prejudice standard for procedurally 
defaulted c l aims and requires in addition that prisoner show 
constitutiona l violation "probably resulted in an erroneous 
conviction . " Applies three year statute of limitations to 
petitions from prisoners who have access to a State-funded legal 
assistance program. Requires that a circuit justice or judge 
issue a certificate of probable cause for appeal. Requires 
exhaustion of claims in state court before a writ could be 
granted, but would allow a district court to deny a petition on 
the merits wi thout exhaustion. Strengthens the present 
presumption in favor of the correctness of state court factual 
findings. Prov i des that no writ shall be granted with respect to 
any claim that has been fully and fairly adjudicated in State 
proceedings. 
2. s. 1970 / H.R. 3777 (Introduced December 16. 1987) 
Codifies cause and prejudice standard for defaulted claims 
and adds a "factually erroneous conv ic tion" requirement. Applies 
one year statute of limitations to federal habeas claims, running 
from time state remedies exhausted. Requires certificate of 
probable cause from circuit justice or judge for appeal. Allows 
denial on merits of unexhausted claim. Strengthens presumption 
of correctness for state factual findings. No writ granted with 
respect to any claim fully and fairly litigated in state court. 
3. S. 1285 / H.R. 1333 (Introduced May 28, March 2, 1988) 
Codifies cause and prejudice standard. Applies one year 
statute of limitations running from exhaustion of state remedies. 
Requires cer ti ficate of probable cause from circuit judge for 
appeal by prisoner; none required for appeal by state. Allows 
dismissal on merits of unexhausted claims. Strengthens 
presumption in favor of state factual findings. 
4. S. 211 (Introduced January 6, 1987) 
Applies only to prisoners under death sentence. Requires 
"credible showing of factual innocence" before petition may be 
considered so long as state provides appellate review of 
conviction and a collateral review system. 
A-1 
'-
5. S. 260 / H.R. 273 (Introduced January 6, 1987) 
Codifles .Gause and p_r_ej_udi_C:e standard. Applies one year 
statute of- rinri tations t;o- ~run from exhaustion of- s-tate remedies. 
Re qui res ce rti f i ca_t.e .. . of. pr:_o_bable cause from . circuit justice or 
jutj.ge f~c .appeal. _ 
- -... --- :. ~~ -
6. : Jl t R!'·.t Z~ :· ( Int..r-oduced January:-6-, . 198.7) 
-- · =.: :Cqd:tftes _cause and pre:J udice =-standard. Applies three year 
statut~ ·. g~ : limitations. to run from conclusion of direct appeal. 
Provides - that stat~ findings o f fact "shall not be" relitigated 
unless the ·material facts "could not be" developed at the state 
proceeding~ · 
- ,... . ~ -
- - - ~ 
A- 2 
_99t.h Con.gr_ess 
1. s:: ·238 (Thurmond; Jan. 21, 1985) 
Codifies the cause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Applies a one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years 
in sec. ·2255 cases)~ -running Jrom .the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of probable cause f_rom a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none required for appeal. by the state. Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits dismissal on the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Strengthens presumption in favor of fact findings by the state court. 
Provides that no writ shall be granted with respect to any claim that has been 
fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. 
2. S. 2301 (Thurmond; Ap. 8, 1986) 
Codifies t he cause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Applies a one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years 
in sec. 2255 cases), running from the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of probable cause from a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none required for appeal by the state. Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits dismissal on the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Strengthens presumption in favor of fact findings by the state court. 
Provides that no writ shall be granted with respect to any claim that has been 
fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. 
3. H.R. 274 (Bennett; Jan. 3, 1985) 
Permits evidentiary hearing by a U.S. magistrate upon parties' consent. 
Codifies cause and prejudice standard. Applies a three year statute of 
limitations (sec. 2244) running from final state court judgment. Strictly limits 
the ability of federal courts to review state court findings of fact. 
4. H.R. 275 (Bennett; Jan. 3, 1985) 
Codifies the cause and prejudice standard. Applies a one year statute of 
limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years in sec. 2255 cases), running from the 
exhaustion of state remedies. Requires certificate of probable cause from a 
circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; none r equired for appeal by the state. 
Requires exhaustion of state remedies, but permits dismissal on the merits 
notwithstanding failure to exhaust state remedies. Strengthens presumption in 
favor of fact findings by the state court. Provides that no writ shall be 
granted with respect to any claim that has been fully and fairly adjudicated in 
state proceedings. 
5. H.R. 1127 (Lungren; Feb. 19, 1985) 
Codifies the cause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Applies a one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years 
in sec. 2255 cases ), running from the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of probable cause from a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none required for appeal by the state. Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits dismissal on the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Strengthens presumption in favor of fact findings by the state court. 
Provides that no wr it shall be granted with respect to any claim that has been 
fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. 
6. H.R. 1204 (Darden; Feb. 21, 1985) 
Codifies cause and p rejudice standard with reference to procedural defaults. 
A-3 
Applies a t,-10 year statute of limitations running from the exhaustion of state 
remedies. Requires certificate of probable -cause from a circuit court judge fo 
prison~r appeals; . none required for appeal by the state. Requires exhaustion of 
state remedfis,_--..-tiqt permits_ dismissal .on the merits notwithstanding failure to 
. · -- - - · -- ._.. c. __ , . - ----· -
exhaust state c~aims. Provides that no writ shall be: granted with respect to amy 
~ai~ t}:lg.~~h~~~~1e=n}u).J.y _~and __ fajrly _adju?icated in ~tate proceedings. 
· Strengthens:· pr~sumption in ·Javor of state court fact findings . 
. - . - . ._ - .,,. - ---- ·. ';. - . -
7. · H.R. -
1 2G't~:-(Fiecller;" 0May ·23, 1985) 
Exhaustion · .occurs when the applicant presents each and every issue in state 
court.· Failure to follow state procedural rules constitutes failure to present an. 
issue. ' Failure of state court to cite authority does not create a presumption 
that the decision was not reached on the merits. 
8 . . H.R. , 2614 U.'iedler; May 23, 1985) _ _ __ _ 
--Plea~ agreement- on ·record rebuts conclusively any contrary allegations by 
the appl:1-c~~~ -:. : 
9. H.R. 2615 (Fiedler; May 23, 1985) 
Federal court may not grant release pending conclusion of hearing. 
- -· · :. C-._ 
A-4 
98th Congress 
L -s; 1716···· (Th urmond; Aug; ··l; 1983) -· 
Codifies the cause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Applies a ·one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years 
in- =sec.- 2255 cases j; · ru-·nning· from the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of probab le cause from a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none required for appeal by the state. Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits d ismissal on the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Strengthens presumption in favor of fact findings by the state court. 
Provides t hat no writ shall be granted with respect to any claim that has been 
fully and fairly a d judicated in state proceed ings. 
2. H.R. 2238 (Lu ngr en; March 22, 1983) 
Codifies the cause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Applies a one y ear s tatute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases (two years 
in sec. 2255 cases), running from the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of probable cause from a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none required for appeal by the state. Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits dismissal on the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Provides that no writ shall be granted with respect to any claim that 
has been fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. m;•te1 cioee not eH;.Q,. 
p.::a.wR1:ptieR w favQ;i;: eiteit@ aowa;, ElREitl"t~I! e!< £aet!.. 
3. H.R. 4409 (Fiedler; Nov. 16, 1983) 
Federal courts may not release applicant pending conclusion of suit. 
4. H.R. 4410 (Fiedler; Nov. 16, 1983) 
Plea agreement on record conclusively rebuts contrary allegations by 
applicant. 
5. H.R. 4411 (Fiedler; Nov. 16, 1983) 
Exhaustion occurs when the applicant presents each and every issue in state 
court. Failure to follow state procedural rules constitutes failure to present an 
issue. Failure of state court to cite authority does not create a presumption 
that the decision was not reached on the merits. 
A-5 
97th Congress 
1. s. ·653 - (Thurmond; Feb. 16, 1981) 
P.ermits U.S . ..magistrate to .conduct evidentiary hearings with parties' consent. 
Codifies-,_cause\ and prejudice standard . .. Ap_plies a thre~ year statute of 
limitations running . .from final state court judgment . . Strictly limits the ability of 
a federal--ecurt :.. t:o conduct evidentiary hearings. 
2. s .. -2216 {Thurmond; Feb. 22, 1982 ) 
Cod1fies.,the-. :c::ause and prejudice standard with reference to procedural 
defaults. Ap:plies: a -one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases ( two years 
in sec. 2255 cases), running from the exhaustion of state remedies. Requires 
certificate of p;:-cibable cause from a circuit court judge for prisoner appeals; 
none r.equired: fd:t -appeal ·by-·the state. : Requires exhaustion of state remedies, 
but permits -dismissal on· the merits notwithstanding failure to exhaust state 
remedies. Strengthens presumption in favor of fact findings by the state court. 
Provides that -no. writ shall be granted with respect to any claim that has been 
fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. 
3. H.R. 134 (Bennett; Jan. 5, 1981) 
Permits a U.S. magistrate to conduct evidentiary hearings with parties' 
consent. Codifies cause and prejudice standard. Applies a three year statute of 
limitations running from final state court judgment. Strictly limits fact finding 
ability of federal courts. 
4. H.R. 3416 (Bennett; May 4, 1981) 
Permits a U.S. magistrate to conduct evidentiary hearings with parties' 
consent. Codifies cause and prejudice standard. Applies a three year statute of 
limitations running from final state court judgment. Strictly limits fact finding 
ability of federal courts. 
5. H.R. 4419 (Brinkley; Sept. 9, 1981) 
Permits a U.S. magistrate to conduct evidentiary hearings with parties' 
consent. Codifies :cause and prejudice standard . . Applies a three year statute of 
limitations r u nning from final state court judgment. Strictly limits fact finding 
ability of feder al courts. 
6. H.R. 4425 (Fiedler; Sept. 9, 1981) 
Plea agreement on record conclusively rebuts contrary allegations of 
applicant. 
7. H.R. 4426 (Fiedler; Sept. 9, 1981) 
Exhaus tion occurs when the applicant presents each and e very issue in sta t e 
court. Failure to follow state procedural rule s constitutes failure to present an 
issue . Failure of state court to cite a uthority d oe s not creat e a presumption 
that the decision was not reached on the merits. 
8. H.R. 6050 (Lungren; Ap. 1, 1982) 
Codifies c a use a nd prejudice standard with reference to procedural de fa ults . 
Applies a one year statute of limitations in sec. 2244 cases ( 2 years in sec. 2255 
cases) running from the exhaustion of stat e remedies. Requires exhaustion of 
state remedies, but permits dis missal on the merits notwithstanding failure to 
exhaust state r e medie s. Strengthe n s p r e s umptio n in favor of fact findings b y 
the state court. Provides that no i-,rit shall b e granted Hith respect to a ny 
A- 6 
claim that has been fully and fairly adjudicated in state proceedings. 
r 
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- -- 9 °6th Cong ress ... 
1. S. 1817 (Nelson; June 21, 1979) 
Provides that no writ shall be denied on t he g rounds that the applicant had 
a full and fair opportunity to have claim decided in state court. Failure to raise 
claim at trial i s n ot a bar unless right was knowingly waived. 
2. H.R. 2201 (Kastenmeier; Feb. 15, 1979) 
Provides that n o writ shall be denied on the grounds that the applicant had 
a full and fair opportunity to have claim decided in state court. 
( "Notwithstanding any other provision ... prescribed by the Supreme Court."). 
Failure to raise claim at trial is not a bar unless r ight was knowingly waived. 
3. H.R. 4879 (Gonzalez; July 20, 1979) 
Provides that no writ shall be denied on the grounds that the applicant had 
a full and fair opportunity to have claim decided in state court. 
("Notwithstanding a ny other provision . . . prescribed by the Supreme Court."). 
Failure to raise claim at trial is not a bar unless right was knowingly waived. 
A-8 
95th Congress 
1. S. _1314 (Nelson; Feb. 21, 1977) 
Provides that no wr it shall be denied on the grounds that the applicant had 
a full and fair opportunity to have claim decided in state court. Failure to raise 
claim at trial is not a bar u nless right was knowingly waived. 
2. H.R. 5631 {Kastenmeier; Mar. 28, 1977) 
Provides t hat no writ shall be denied on the grounds that the applicant had 
a full and fair opportunity to have claim decided in state court. 
( "Notwithstanding any other provision ... prescribed by the Supreme Court."). 
Failure to raise claim at t r ial i s not a bar unless right was knowingly -waived. 
3. H.R. 5776 (Gonzale z; Mar. 30, 1977) 
Provides that the exclusionary rule apply to sec. 2254 actions. 
A-9 
g4t.h Congress 
1. S. 3886 (Nelson; Sept. 30, 1976) 
Provides that no wt:tt shall be denied on the grounds- that the applicant had 
a full and fair oppo-r-turuty · to have claim decided in state court. Failure to raise 
claim at trial- is hot a oar unless right was knowingly waived. 
2. H.R. 245 - (Downing1 --5-an. 14, 1975) 
Federal coul:'t may grant habeas only where the claimed constitutional 
violation was not, and cannot, be raised in state court; -where the right has as 
its primary purpose · the protection of the reliability of the factfinding process; 
and otherwise a d-ff-fe rent .:r;esult would have accrued. Limits ability to assert 
incompetence of counsel as grounds for habeas. 
A-10 
93rd Congress 
1. S. 567 (Hruska; Jan. 26, 1973) 
Federal court may grant habeas under sec. 2254 only where the claimed 
constitutional violation was not, and cannot, be raised in state court; where the 
right has as its p rimary p urpose the protection of the reliability of the 
factfinding proces s; and otherwise a different result would have accrued or the 
applicant is in c u stody in violation of the constitution. Requires that the 
applicant first a pply to ::h e trial court for relief, unless s uch a course would be 
ineffective. Requires a certificate of probable cause from a circuit judge for a 
prisoner appeal; none r equired for appeal by the state. 
2. H.R. 3329 {Wiggins; Jan. 30, 1973) 
Federal court may grant habeas under sec. 2254 only where the claimed 
constitutional violation was not, and cannot, be raised in state court; where the 
right has a s its primary p urpose the protection of the reliability of the 
factfinding process; and otherwise a different result would have accrued. 
3. H.R. 6573 (Mayne; Ap. 4, 1973) 
Federal court may grant habeas under sec. 2254 only where the claimed 
constitutional v iolation was not, and cannot, be raised in state court; where the 
right has as its primary purpose the protection of the reliability of the 
factfinding process; and otherwise a different result would have accrued. 
4. H.R. 7084 (Downing; Ap. 16, 1973) 
Federal court may g r ant habeas under sec. 2254 only where the claimed 
constitutional violation was not, and cannot, be raised in state court; where the 
right has as its primary purpose the protection of the reliability of the 
factfinding process; and otherwise a different result would have accrued. 
5. H.R. 7580 (Wiggins; May 7, 1973) 
Requires tha t a prisoner apply for relief first to the trial court. Requires 
certificate of probable cause for a prisoner appeal under sec. 2255; none 
required for a ppeal by the state. Federal court may grant habeas under sec. 
2255 only whe re the claime d constitutional violation was not, and cannot, be 
raised in stat e court; where the right has as its primary purpose the protection 
of the reliability of t he fac tfinding process; and otherwise a different result 
would have accrued. 
6. H.R. 13918 (Pe r kins; Ap. 2, 1974) 
U.S. bears the costs of a habeas proceeding to the extent the a pplicant 
cannot afford. 
7. H.R. 14534 (Rodino; May 1, 1974) 
Applicant must exhaust state remedies. Three month statute of limitations, 
provided that t h e state notify the applicant when the period begins running and 
offers legal assis tance. Sta te has burden to prove compliance with notice 
procedure s. If a n applicant seeks habeas after five years, state has 
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A BILL 
To reform procedures for collateral review of criminal 
judgments. 
1 lfe it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
3 SECTION I. SHORT TITLE. 
. 4 This title may be cited as the "Reform of Collateral 
. . 
0 
__ ::· :~· 5: _Review of Criminal Judgments Act of 1988". 
--- - ·-- 6 SEC. 2. FAILURE TO STATE CLAIM; PERIOD OF LIMITATION. 
7 : - Section 2244 of title 28, United States Code, is amend-
s ed by adding at the end the following new subsections: 
9 _ :'(d) When a person in custody pursuant to the judgment 
10 of a State court fails to raise a claim in State proceedings at 
-11 the time or in the manner required by State rules of proce-
A-1 2 
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1 dure, the claim shall not be entertained in an application for a 



















"(!) actual prejudice resulted to the applicant 
from the alleged denial of the Federal right asserted; 
and 
"(2)(A) the failure to raise the claim properly or 
to have it heard in State proceedings was the result of 
State action in violation .of the Constitution or laws of 
the United States; 
"(B) the Federal right asserted was newly recog-
nized by the Supreme Court subsequent to the proce-
dural default and is retroactively applicable; 
"(C) the factual predicate of the claim could not 
have been discovered through the exercise of reasona-
ble diligence prior to the procedural default; or 
"(D) a constitutional violation asserted in the 
claim probably resulted in a factually erroneous convic-
tion or a sentence predicated on an erroneous factual 
determination. 
"(e)(l) A three-year period of limitation shall apply to 
21 an application for a writ of habeas corpus by a person in 
22 custody pursuant to the judgment of a State court who, with 
23 respect to the claim, has access to an approved State-funded 
24 legal assistance program. The limitation period shall run from 
25 the latest of the following times: 
eHR 5217 Ill 
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"(A) The time at which State remedies are ex-
hausted. 
"(B) The tinie at which the -impediment to filing 
an application created -by State action in violation of 




:noved, where the applicant was prevented. from filing 
by such · State action. 
"(C) The time at which the Federal right asserted 






the right has been newly recognized by the Court and 
is retroactively applicable. 
"(D) The time at which the factual predicate of 
the claim or claims presented could have been discov-
ered through the exercise of reasonable diligence. 
15 "(2) As used in this section, the term 'approved State-
16 funded legal assistance program' means a State-funded legal 
17 assistance program that, as determined by the Attorney Gen-
18 eral, provides an adequate level of legal representation for 
19 - persons witfr .. applications referred to in paragraph (1). 
20 "(0 An application under this section shall contain all 
21 claims known to the applicant at the time the application is 
22 made.". 
23- SEC.-a. APPEAL. 
24 Section 2253 of title 28, United States Code, is amend-
25 ed to read as follows: 
HE 5217 IB 
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1 "§ 2253. Appeal 
2 "(a) In a habeas corpus proceeding or a proceeding 
3 under section 2255 of this title before a circuit or district 
4 judge, the final order shall be subject to review, on appeal, by 
5 the court of appeals for the circuit where the proceeding is 
6 had. 
7 "(b) There shall be no right of appeal from such an 
8 order in a proceeding to test the validity of a warrant to 
9 remove, to another district or place for commitment or trial, 
10 a person charged with a criminal offense against the United 
11 States, or to test the validity of his detention pending 
12 removal proceedings. 
13 "(c) An appeal may not be taken to the court of appeals 
14 from the final order in a habeas corpus proceeding where the 
15 detention complained of arises out of process issued by a 
16 State court, or from the final order in a proceeding under 
17 section 2255 of this title, unless a circuit justice or judge 
18 issues a certificate of probable cause.". 
19 SEC. 4. AMENDMENT TO RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE 
20 RELATING TO APPEAL. 
21 Rule 22 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure is 
22 amended to read as follows: 
23 "Rule 22. Habeas Corpus and Section 2255 Proceedings 
24 "(a) .APPLICATION FOR AN ORIGINAL WRIT OF 
25 HABEAS CoRPUS.-An application for a writ of habeas 
26 corpus shall be made to the appropriate district court. If ap-






















1 plication is made to a circuit judge, the application will ordi-
2 narily be transferred to the appropriate district court. If an 
3 application is made to or transferred to the district court and 
4 denied, renewal of the application before a circuit judge is not 
5 favo~ed; t~~ proper remedy is by Btppeal to the court of ap-
6 peals from the order of the district court denying the writ. 
7 "(b) NECESSITY OF CERTIFICATE OF PROBABLE 
8 CAUSE FOR APPEAL.-In a h~beas corpus proceeding in 
9 which the detention complained of arises out of process 
10 issued by a State court, and in a motion proceeding pursuant 
11 to section 2255 of title 28, United States Code, an appeal by 
12 the applicant or movant may not proceed unless a circuit 
13 judge issues a certificate of probable cause. If a request for a 
14 certificate of probable cause is addressed to the court of ap-
15 peals, it shall be deemed addressed to the judges thereof and 
16 shall be considered by a circuit judge or judges as the court 
17 deems appropriate. If no express request for a certificate is 
18 filed, . the notice of appeal shall be deemed to constitute a 
19 reque~t addressed to the judges of the court of appeals. If an 
20 appeal is taken by a State or the government or its represent-
21 atives, a certificate of probable cause is not required.". 
22 SEC. 5. SECTION 2254 AMENDMENTS. 
23 (a) SUBSECTION (b) AMENDMENT.-Subsection (b) of 
24 section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, is amended to 
25 read as follows: 
HR 5217 IH 
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1 "(b) An application for a writ of habeas corpus in behalf 
2 of a person in custody pursuant to the judgment of a State 
3 court shall not be granted unless it appears that the applicant 
4 has exhausted the remedies available in the courts of the 
5 State. or that there is either an absence of available State 
6 corrective process or the existence of circumstances render-
7 ing such process ineffective to protect the rights of the appli-
8 cant. An application may be denied on the merits notwith-
9 standing the failure of the applicant to exhaust the remedies 
10 available in the courts of the States.". 
11 (b) EFFECT OF STATE DETERMINATION OF FACTUAL 
12 IssUE.-Section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, is 
13 amended by striking out subsection (d) and inserting in lieu 
14 thereof the following new subsection: 
15 "(e) In a proceeding instituted by an application for a 
16 writ of habeas corpus by a person in custody pursuant to the 
17 judgment of a Staie court, a full and fair determination of a 
18 factual issue made in the case by a State court shall be pre-
19 sumed to be correct. The applicant shall have the burden of 
20 rebutting this presumption by clear and convincing evi-
21 dence. " . 
22 (c) EFFECT OF STATE ADJUDICATION OF CLAIM.-
23 Section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by 
24 inserting after subsection (c) the following new subsection: 




























1 "(d) An application for a writ of habeas corpus in behalf 
2 of a person in custody pursuant to the judgment of a State 
- - - - . ! J.. . ...... _ 
3 court shall not be granted with respect to· any claim that has 
4 been ~ lly and f~irly adjudicated in State proceedings.". 
5 (d) CONFORMING REDESIGNATION.-Section 2254 of 
6 title 28, United States Code, is amended by redesignating 
7 subsec_tions _ (~) 8:11d (0 as subsections (0 and (g), respectively. 
- •·- -· - -
8 SEC. S. SECTION 2255 AMENDMENTS. 





_ jl) by striking out the second paragraph and the 
penultimate paragraph; and 
(2) by adding at the end the following new para-
14 graphs: 
15 ~~When a person fails to raise a claim at the time or in 
16 the manner required by Federal rules of procedure, the claim 
17 shall not be entertained in a motion under this section 








"(1) actual prejudice resulted to the movant from 
the alleged denial of the right asserted; and 
"(2)(A) the failure to raise the claim properly, or 
to have it heard, was the result of governmental action 
in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United 
States; 
e HR 5217 rn A-18 
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1 "(B) the right asserted was newly recognized by 
2 the Supreme Court subsequent to the procedural de-
3 fault and is retroactively applicable; 
4 "(C) the factual predicate of the claim could not 
5 have be_en discovered through the_ exercise of reasona-
6 ble diligence prior to the procedural default; or 
7 "(D) a constitutional violation asserted in the 
8 claim probably resulted in a factually erroneous convic-
9 tion or a sentence predicated on an erroneous factual 
10 determination. 
11 "A two-year period of limitation shall apply to a motion 
12 under this section. The limitation period shall run from the 
13 latest of the following times: 
14 "(1) The time at which the judgment of conviction 
15 becomes final. 
16 "(2) The time at which the impediment to making 
17 a motion created by governmental action in violation of 
18 the Constitution or laws of the United States is re-
19 moved, where the movant was prevented from making 
20 a motioi:i by such governmental action. 
21 "(3) The time at which the right asserted was ini-
22 tially recognized by the Supreme Court, where the 
23 right has been newly recognized by the Court and is 
24 retroactively applicable. 

























"(4) The time at which the factual predicate of 
the claim or claims presented could have been discov-
ered through the exercise of reasonable diligence.". 
0 
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To amend title 28 of the United States Code to change the types of hearings 
which a magistrate may conduct, and to change the jurisdiction for the 
consideration of, and the standards for the granting of, writs of habeas corpus 
by Federal courts upon the application of persons in custody pursuant to 
judgments of State courts. 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
JANU.ABY 6, 1987 
Mr. BENNETT (for himself and Mr. CHAPPELL) introduced the following bill; 
which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary 
A BILL 
To amend title 28 of the United States Code to change the 
types of hearings which a magistrate may conduct, and to 
change the jurisdiction for the consideration of, and the 
standards for the granting of, writs of habeas corpus by 
Federal courts upon the application of persons in custody 
pursuant to judgments of State courts. 
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
3 SECTION 1. Section 636(b)(l)(B) of title 28, United 
4 States Code, is amended-
A-21 
2 
1 (1) by inserting "except evidentiary hearings in 
2 - . · ·- ::- ca~e~ _ brought under section 2254 of this title," after 
3 "'evidentiary hearings,", and 
4- _ _ (2) by adding at the end "A United States magis-
5 ~ =· trate · -may conduct . evidentiary - _hearings in cases 
6 brought under section 2254 of this title upon the writ-
7 ten consent of the parties.". 
8 SEc. 2. Section-2244 of title ·2s, United States Code, is 
9 amended by adding at the end the following new subsections: 
10 "(d) A petition filed in a habeas corpus proceeding in 
11 behalf of a person in custody pursuant to the judgment of a 
12 State court, raising a Federal question which was not prop-
13 erly presented under State law in the State court proceeding 
14 both at trial and on direct appeal, or which was presented in 
15 a collateral proceeding but not disposed of exclusively on the 
16 merits·, shall not be considered unless the petitioner estab-
17 lishes that-
18 j~ H :_· "(l)(A) the Federal -right asserted did not exist at 
19 · - the time of the trial and such right has been deter-
20 mined to be r.etroactive in its application, or 
21 "(B) the State court p~ocedures precl_uded the pe-
22 titioner from asserting the right sought to be litigated, 
23 - ·. or 
24 "(C) the prosecutorial authorities or a judicial offi-
25 cer suppressed evidence from the petitioner or his at-
A- 22 








·. >~ . ' ,,. 
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3 
torney which prevented the claim from being raised 
and disposed of, or 
3 "(D) material and controlling facts upon which 
4 the claim is predicated were not known to the peti-
5 tioner or his attorney . and could not have been ascer-
6 tained by the exercise of reasvnable diligence; and 
. . . - . - •· ... . . . 
7 " (2) the alleged violation of the Federal right 
8 was prejudicial to the petitioner as to his guilt or 
9 punishment. 
10 " (e) No petition filed in behalf of a person in custody 
11 pursuant to the judgment of a State court shall be considered 
12 or determined by a judge or court of the United States if it is 
13 filed later than three years after the date on which the State 
14 court judgment and sentence became final under State law or 
15 the date on which appellate review of such judgment and 
16 sentence has been concluded, unless the Federal right assert-
17 ed did not exist at the time of the State court trial and such 
18 right has been determined to be retroactive, in which case 
19 the petition may be entertained not later than three years 
20 after the date on which . such right was determined to exist.". 
21 SEC. 3. Section 2254(d) of title 28, United States Code, 
22 is amended-
23 (1) by striking out "be presumed to be correct'· 
24 and inserting in lieu thereof "not be redetermined or 
25 relitigated by a judge or court o! the United States", 
HI 72 Iii A-23 
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1 (2) by striking out "were not-adequately" in para-
2· graph ·(3) and ·inserting in lieu thereof "could not be", 
~- · '--'---4 • ·~·--~--
3 ·- (3) by striking out paragraphs (6) and (7), 
4 ···· ·(4) by redesignating paragraph (8) as paragraph 
5 (6), and 
6 (5) by striking out "on a consideration of such 
7 part" and all that follows and inserting in lieu thereof 
8 the following: "viewing the record in the light most fa-
9 vorable to the prosecution concludes that a rational 
10 trier of fact could not have made such finding. 
11 No evidentiary hearing may be conducted in the Federal 
12 court when the State court records demonstrate that such 
13 factual issue was litigated and determined, unless the exist-
14 ence of one or more of the circumstances respectively set 
r5 fottn ·m · ·paragraphs (1) through (6) is shown by the 
16 applicant.". 
17 S~c. 4. The amendments made by this Act shall take 
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II 
To amend section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, to provide specific 
procedures for the consideration of writs of habeas corpus filed on behalf of 
individuals under a sentence of death. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
JANUARY 6, 1987 
Mr. SYMMS introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary 
A BILL 
To amend section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, to 
provide specific procedures for the consideration of writs of 
habeas corpus filed on behalf of individuals under a sentence 
of death. 
· 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 
3 That section 2254 of title 28, United States Code, is amend-
4 ed by adding at the end thereof the following: 
5 "(g)(l) An application for a writ of habeas corpus on 
6 behalf of a person in custody under a sentence of death pur-
7 suant to a judgment of a State court shall not be considered 
8 by any Federal court unless the applicant makes a credible 
A-25 
2 
1 showing of innocence by affidavit or other instrument taken 
--: :.:2 ~ u_pon oath or affirmation. An assertion of innocence shall not 
3 -be deemed credible unless-
4 "(A) if based upon recanted testimony given under 
5 · oath, the confession or admission of another or a claim 
6 of alibi, the recantation, confession, admission, or claim 
7 of alibi is supported by substantial evidence of its 
8 ~ruthfulness; 
9 "(B) it is shown that material evidence on whic 
10 the applicant's conviction was based was clearly false· 
11 or 
12 "(C) there exists competent, admissible evidence 
13 of the applicant's innocence that was not presented at 
14 the time of applicant's trial. 
15 The showings required by subparagraphs (A) through (C) 
16 shall be under oath or affirmation and shall state all known 
1 7 supporting facts in detail. 
18 "(2) The limitation on Federal review of a State convic-
19 tion resulting in death sentences set forth in paragraph (1) 
20 shall not app_ly if-
21 "(A) the State does not provide by law for a right 
22 to appeal convictions resulting in death sentences and 
23 appellate review of death sentences; or 
24 "(B) the State provides a right to appeal capital 
25 convictions and appellate review of death sentences, 









1 but does not provide a procedure for collateral review 
2 of State proceedings resulting in sentences of death. 
3 Nothing in this paragraph shall authorize a Federal court to 
4 review claims procedurally forfeited in State courts. 
5 " (3) No stay of execution granted for the purpose of 
6 making possible the showing required by paragraph (1) shall 
7 exceed 60 days in length unless the applicant for a stay 
8 shows that there is reason to believe that a credible showing 
9 of innocence can be made and that such showing could not be 
10 made within the time allowed, in which case the district court 
11 may grant an additional stay of up to 60 days duration.". 
0 
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!t!tru c ·o.sc; HE~~ 
l~T :--t.:~IO-' H.R.2613 
Tu anwnJ H•1:ti.HJ :!"J5-& ol titlf' :!M o{ tfw l"nit..d ~halt•,- Codt• to limit t'1-d.-ral 
hafwa• rori,u,i pox.....-din~" h:t~ on :0-tat .. c-om·i1·ti1111i- in t"t'rt:tin t·a!-t•~ wlit•rl' 
Natt' t-ourt.!- rrmrdin naaJ· nut hr propt-rlJ· rid1.iu~1,-d. 
IX THE 11ors1-; OF REPHE~EXTATIYES 
)l.u :!:J. WI";; 
)b. rn~DLY.a introGUttd thr~follo.-ini t,ill: "hic·h W.t!o r..C,·m·d lo 11 ... ('ummillt'1' 
on th ... ludi,·i.in· 
A BILL 
To amend ~t><·tion :?:?;j-t of titll· :?~ of tlw r nitt'd ~tatt·~ Code' to 
limit Ft•dt"ral h:iht·a~ (·oqm~ proe(•t•dings IJa~t•d on State 
eon,·ictions in (·rrtain t·a~e~ wht•rC' State' C'ourti,; remrdirs 
may not hta propt·rl)· exhau~ted. 
1 Be ii l'IWrteJ hy the Senllle am/ Howie of Represenla-
2 lirt's of /ht' L:nited Stulnc of Amtrira i11 C'o11,qre.'l.'I a,'l,tJemhlctl, 
3 That Stttion :?:?I",-Hd of titlr 28 of the l:nit(•d Stntt"'S Code is 
-I amendl'd h)· adding at the rnd th£' following: "An npplicnnt 
5 shall not ht- deemrd to ha,·r exhaust<'d the rrmedirs n\'nilnblc 
6 in the courts of the Stnte within the mrnning of this section 
7 unle!ls the applicant show~ thnt ench issue in the proceeding 
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1 State court, and failure to follow. State procedural rules is a 
r- • : • • • • , • • • • • l ~ • I ' • • 
2 failure to fairly present an issue for the purposes of this sen-
3 tenee:;--Failure-bv a State-court t-0 cite authorities for a deci-. 
4 sion _against -~h~. appli~ant does not create a presumption that 
5 such decision "·as on the merits.'\ 
.o 
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~=Tci:;1!!s~ H. R. 2615 
To amend ltttion 2254 of title 28 of the United States Cede to limit release 0£ 
8tlU s,risonen by Peden.I eourt.• pending Federal habeas corpus consideration. 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
MAY 23, 1985 
Ms. FIEDLER introduced the follov.ing bill; which was referred to the Committee 
on the .Judiciary 
A BILL 
I 
To amend section 2254 of title 28 of the United States Code to 
limit release of ~tate prisoners by Federal courts pending 
Federal habeas corpus consideration. 
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenla• 
2 tit"e8 of the United Stale8 of America in Congres8 aasembled, 
3 That section 2254 of title 28 of the United States Code is 
4 amended by ndding at the end the following new subsection: 
5 "(g) No court of the United States shall have jurisdic-
6 tion to grant bail or release on recognizance pending the 
7 conclusion of a proceeding under this section to an inmate 













99TH CONG RESS 
1ST SE88JON .R.2614 
To UDnMI ltttioc 2254 of title 28 of the l1' nited States Code to provide for 
coad~ tthuttal o{ ttrtain ~tiom made by applicantJ for Federal 
habru corpus il the ~ of State procttdings contradi~t• such allegations. 
IN Th~ HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
}IA Y 23, 1985 
lb. FIEDLER introdUttd tM foll01o~·ing bill; whieh wa,i referred to the Committt>e 
on tht- .Judieiary· 
A BILL 
To amend section 2254 of title 28 of the United States Code to 
proYide for conclusiYe rebuttal of certain allegations made 
b,y applicants for Federal habeas corpus if the n•cord of 
State proceedings contradicts such allegations . . 
1 B e it enacted by the Senate and House of Represenla-
2 tiDe8 of the United Stale8 of America in Congress aJJsembled, 
3 Tlmt section 2254(d) of title 28 of the United StnteR Code is 
4 amended hy adding at the end the following: "If the record o( 
5 the State proceeding leading to the judgment which is subject 
6 to rm appHcation under this section setR forth a plea ngree-
7 ment cetween the npplicant and the Stnte and n statement by 




1 - with re1pect to _the plea, such record shall be deemed to rebut 
2 conciusf~ely uy aU,egations of the applicant contrary to such 
3 reeord.'_'~ v 
.... <~• : ! _,.:.:.-.._:~\:: ' ¥':'!.. ......... e._ _...; . " ,_, ' l · - i .... 
·. __ .!_-.~::.\t~ ·r-:~ ... :.:. ,._ --- .. • . ~· -· .. -- . .. .. , 0 
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hrr 8Ess10N .1817 
u 
To amrnd title 28. Unittd Statn CC>ff. to pro,ide that State prisoMn and 
Fedttal ~ shall not be denwd Ft'deral balwu rorpu1 relier on the 
lf"UDd that ~h prisonrn .-e-tt pr~,·MMJ!ly afforded a full and £air oppor-
~ to litigate the-ir daims, and for othe-r purposn. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
SEPTtJ,IBE& 25 Oe-gislaih•e day, JuNz 21), 1979 
Jlr. Nzumc introduced the follo•ing bill; •·hich "'·as l'f'ad t1'ice and referred to 
the Committee on the Judiciary 
A BILL 
To amend title 28, United States Code, to provide that State 
prisoners and Federal prisoners shall not be denied Federal 
habeas corpus relief on the ground that such prisoners were 
previowdy afforded a full and fair opportunity to litigate 
their claum, and for other purposes. 
1 Be it enacted by t/ae Senale and HotuJe of Rqm8enla-
2 tir,u of IM United Statu of America in Congreu auemhkd, 
3 That Geetion 2254 of title 28, United States Code, is 
4 amended: 
A-33 
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. - . . , - •..._ . ' \ \ .. I .... ...J.:., C 
(1) by redesignating subsections (b), (c), (d), (e), 
and (0 u subsections (c), (d), (e), (0, and (g), 
respectively; 
(2) by adding !mmediately after subsection (a) the 
~. ~)5 : :~' follo\\ing new subsection: 
: r 'i""""' ·: e'! ~ . , r-'; .· : . ; ""V'J, • . 
6 "(b) No applicationJor a y.rrlt of habeas corpus in behalf 
- - ... ----· :. ,.. ._. ·~· . : .,_ . r-- !.:: .. . _ --~ ·:- ·: ,<.· · · .f ,_,\-~ ·:lU· · · ~ : · ,~•· · 
- ~--!:. :-:J :-:-:uf-:s-,,erson in custody pursuant to the judgment of a State 
- .. ----. .. -
8 -rourt • shall be denied on the ground that such State afforded 
-...-.. - - -. ....... ·~.,.,,..-. -· --- .. -.- ..... ..... ',t::; ··-, ... . ·-
9 the a_epliEA!!t a !t!}L an_~_ !~-~~rtunity to raise and have 
10 decided his ·claim that his · righis, · privileges, or immunities 
1 l -under ·the Constitution or laws or · treaties of the United 
12 States "·ere violated by o{ficers of such State, or any agency 
13 or political subdivision thereof, in connection with the investi-
14 gation, apprehension, processing, or conviction of such 
15 person or any appeal relating to the judgment of such State 
16 court."; 
· 17 (3) by inserting "(1)" immediately before "An" in 
18 subsection (d), as redesignated by paragraph (1) of thi1 
-19 • - section; and 
20 · -- -~-- (4) by adding at the end of subsection (d), ns 
21 redesignated in paragmph (1) of thie section, the 
22 fo11owing: 
23 . , "(2) No application for a writ of habeas corpus oruill be 
24 denied under thw cection on the ground that the npplica.nt did 




1 unless after. a hearing the. court finds that such applicant, 
2 after comultation with competent ei>unsel or after a knowing 
3 and undentanding waiver, of the-right to counsel, understand-
• ingly and knowingly forwent the privilege of seeking to vindi-
5 eate his claim in the State courts.". -· . 




(1) by adding imm~tely . after the second para-
tbs following: 
10 "No motion for mch relief shall be denied on the ground 
11 that such prisoner was afforded a full and fair opportunity to 
12 raise and have decided his claim that his rights, privileges, or 
13 immunities under the · Constitution or laws or treaties of the 
14 United States were violated by officers of the Federal Gov-
15 ernment or any ftgeDcy or political subdivision thereof, in 
16 connection with the investigation, apprehension, processing, 
17 or conviction of 1t1ch prisoner or any appeal relating to the 




(2) by ooding after the fifth pnmgraph of such oec-
tion, taking into account the new pnmgraph added by 
~pn (1) of this section, the following: 
22 "No mch motion ahall be denied on the ground that the 
23 prfuoner did no! moo the claim nt trbl or in nny pretrial 
24 proceeding unle~J n!ter a herJing the court finda that such 
25 app~t, ~ter eonsu1~ tion with com~tent coun~eI or ru·~ r 
A- 35 
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_ .. _ _ 1- a.bowing and understanding_ waiver of the r..ght to counsel, 
f. ':- • 'I' I ,. • , . . • ·. . : ... .:..... 
: ·•: :-~:_2~ U®entandingly and knowingly forwent the privilege of seek-
-- . . . ~ . .... . , . 
_- .. --~--~ ~~ · ,~~ __ his claim m .!•~~h trial _ court or in such 
., '• . • ~•l ........ 
. ~-•~~_:_~"-

















IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
JAlfTJur ~,1973 I • • •• 
\ 
!fr. Hat-sJL, (for him..c:elf and lfr. ScoTr of Pennsylvania) introduc-ed the fol-
.. · . lowing bill; which was read twice and referred to tho Committee on the 
Judi . •. oary 
..... . .1: . • , .• ~•• : : , · . •· • . • i : ; ~ 
-, . ;. . ; . 
· ·A -BILL - ·-
To revise tit.le 28 of the United States Code. · 
: r . . . . . 
1 Be it ·enacted by the Senate and House of Repruenta-
- . 
2 tivea of tlie United States. of America ·m: OongreM assembled,· 
'. 3 · That this Act ·hJay be citl'd' ns tho ''Habeas Corpus A~-t 
- ,. 
·: -4 ·Amendments 
r • -1973''• ·,, , ·. . ,. ••• · . I 1 
• • ~ .. • • ' • " ~ . ' I • I I . • • •• t . . ~ . . . 
f • ~ • ~ • ' I f 
15 .-~~:-, BF£~ 2 ... That 'chapter :- 153· ·of ·titlt,, ,23: of- tbe .- United 
, : . . . , , . . • . I ' r ·;«r StatcsCode,'i.s ru:iiendea-:;I •; '. ,,:•:r• :• ; Tq • 1 : ·. ~: ~_: '.jl,•1;·•: 
7 (a) by amending sections · 2253 , to · 2255 · to· r~d 
. ·s . : ' , : 88 f ollowa: .. ' • s \ -. •J • I ' .. 
9 "'§2253. Appeal; State and ·Federal custody· .· ·, ·:1 ; 
, ... , 
10· :· . ·; ''I~ n. hnb~M ·corpns prO<'ceding or n1:procce<ling nnd.cr 
. ·, ' 
11 ~ection 2255 of this title before a circuif or district judge, the 
rr A-37 
1 final ordl'r ~l.uill he suhje<.·t to rl•~·iew, on appent by the eourt 
2 of uppcals for the cirruit ,vhl'fl' the pro~cciliug is had. 
3 ''There shall he no right to appcnl frou1 such an order 
•~·~--... , =:> ., •• , __ ,.._. _ _ 
4 in a proceeding to-.tesL.~ -~uliility .. -of .a ,vnrrant to remove, . ' 
5 to another <futriet or place for comn1itment or trial, n person 
- .--· ··-- -- --- - . :-- ,--:"' ·----·- ·- ... - .. --- -~ ---· •·· .-, 
-., - - , __ . -
6 charged "ith a criminal offense ngninst the U nitcd_ Stutes, · 
7 .. or to - test' t.ho- .. ::vnlldity .-,of.. his: ··. dctention .pending remoYnl 
8 proceedings. 
. . .. , . 
9 ".An npprol ·may ·1,e -tukcn to the court of 'nppcrus from 
10 tl1e final order in a hubcns corpus procceiling or n proceeding 
11 under scet ion 2255 of this title only if the court of nppcnls 
12 issues a rcrtificnte of probable cause: Proz:idrd, lwwceer, 
13 That the certificate need not issue in order for a. Stntc or the 
1! . 
Federal Government to ·. nppt·al the final order. 
15 "§ 2254.. _Sta~ _cu,d ody ; remedies in State courts 
lo . ~' (a) ';The Suprc1nc Court, a. J usticc t11crcof, n, circuit 
17 · d 1· . . · h 11 . 1· . f JU gc, -or n < 1stnct ronn s u entertain nn npp 1cutiou or 
18 a writ of babem; corpus in bolialf of .a person in custody 
19 pursuant to the judgment of a Suite court _only on the 





" ( 1) (i) ho is in custody in Yiolution · of the Consti-
tution of the U nitccl Stutes, nnd ... ~ 
"(ii} the clniined .·conRtitutionnl violation prcseo_ts 
- ... u l..-. fnnt;nl nnAAtion- A.- 3 8 
~ 
1 
0 (wi) which was uot tlu.~n.•toforc raised and 
2 dctl•rmine~ and 
• 
!3 " (bl, ) which there _ was _ 110 fair au~, a<leqn:~tc 















n1ined, and \" ., .. : . . . ; 
" (cc) which ronnot thereu.(tcr Le raised and 
' ~ ... ~ . 
determined in the State court, ond 
J • • ' 
" {iii) the clain1ed constitutional . violation . h, . of a 
right which bas us its primnry purpose the protection 
of the rcliahility of either the foc.-tfinding process nt the 
trial or the appellate process on nppcal _ fr01u the judg-
ment of conviction: l'rovided, That, insofor as any con-
stitutional claim of incompetency of counsel is based on 
conduct of the counsel with respect _ to .constitutional 
clauns barred. by the previous Jnngunge of this suhseo-
tion, the claim of incompetency of co~1s~l shall to that 
extent he likewise b~rrcd, an~: . 
• I 
"(iv) the petitioner shows that a . 4iITercnt result 
19 ·would prohnbly have oht:aincd i~ _such _constitutionnl \'iq-
20 Jntion hnd not occurred; 
21 or ~ ., . • I• . 
22 "(2) he is in custody in ._vi_ol~tion o_f : t11e Jaws or 
Z! trentie~ of the United States. .. . . . . !; • t 
~-1 '' (h ) . . A copy of the official record:, of the: Stntc r.ourt, 
A-39 
---- - - -- - · 
"I: 
. . . { 
1 duly certified h.y the clerk of such court to be a true nnd 
2 correct copy·:oLa finding, judicial opinion, or ·other reliable 
3 writren indicia ~bowing_ a f:ictual determination by the State 
4 court, shall -oo~-.admissihle_ in the Federal court proceeding. 




" (a) A prisoner in cn.stody 'wider sentence of a court 
--
· s : CSU1hlish~ by Act. of Coniess· may rilove ··1he court which 
9 . impose«I° the sentence to vncate, .set aside, or. co~ect the sen-_ 










. . · 
· · " ( 1) (A) he is in custody in · vfolntion -of the Con-
stitution of the. United Staies, rind·: · .· · . .- ' 
" (B) the claimed constituti~nnl! violntion presents 
] .. t • . a substantial question-· : , I i • . ,~ , :,.;_·· ; : ; ~;! ,:. 
, . r . 
-" (i) which . was . not theretofore . raised and 
determined, and ·:-.; · · ;; 1 = · .::i ' • .,.: · ·i .· ; 
'' (ii) which the~~-, w~s-· n6 ' fair · ·and. adequate 
opportnnity theretofore ·to rhiso ·ru:id have deter-
. 
· mined, and · • I • ' • .' : 
1 
i J • ' ' I, i •1-..' , , , ; ; •' ,•./ 
. , : 
· 20 " ( C) the claimed constitutional: violation is of a 
21 right which bus ns its primary purpose the' protection 
22 of the reliability of eithr,r the fnctfinding · process ut the 
23 trial or the appellate 'process' ·ori nppeal from the judg-
2-1 m{'nt of conviction : Provided, Tl1at- insofar as any 
25 con~titutionnl clnim of incompetency of counsel is hnsed 
A-40 
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1 on conduct of the counsel .with respect to constitutional 
2 claims barred. by the previous language of this· snbsoo-
• I • ' , , 
3 · tion, the claim of incompetency of counsel shall to· that 
.... ,,..,,, ' ' 
4 . · ·extent be likewise barred, ·and· : .. 
. '"'., .. , : ~- • : 1 • 
i':; ~~ :-: . "(Df ·1he petitioner 'shows ·that·· a/different· result 
. ·- . .. ·- . . . . 
6 ··· would probably have · obtained· if such constittitiorial 
7 · violation had not occnrred;-or .: 1 , ,! ·, · ... ; . : . . l-~ • .-; ; ; r 
-s ·· ·: ,! ·. • "(2) he is-in custody in violation· of the 'laws of the 
· ·· um·tedSt.stes··or·''' :: . , .• ., _.ii , : . .. . -!: .. :l( .•·•·r ... ,.;, :.,, ,·· ·g · ·' .. ~ • ,. ... . I - · · · , : ,. • ',. t ;. 1 · •• j • ' . ' 
10 "(3) the sentence was imposed in violation of the 
11 





' 1.7 . 
.lawsoftbeUnitedSt~tes;.or !.i , !! :·_.,. • :!: · ;, ·,} •· · i, 
--~ · · <-" (4) . the court was without' jurisdiction to -impose . 
such sentence; or , . ,. -.. : · .. ;,' ,, ,,>,r :·r . .. . ' . .. . . 
: . · ~ " ( 5) • the sentence ; was in excess or the ·maximum 
. h • • by ,_ . j • , _- r ant onzat1on 1aw; or !••1 .. , · t !-· ·• '" ! . , , , ; ur:, , ! -·• 
"(6) the sentence is otherwise subject· to -collateral 
ttac'L r , • & ·L· ·- •. · ~ .. : ,. 1 , •; · / , 'I •: • . ,; .. , , , • ., ' J (-- '• ~• , : I > • ' ... , ._ ! 
- r 
• I 
l8 ·: ·r · ." (b) · A mo~ioil for · such . relief: may· ~e :· made · .at any 
r 
19 time • . 
, . , . : ~ r 
. ~ ; : i ! ,. . I , , ~: ; . i . _. ... . • . ~ ! ~ • : j , I t. ! ; -". ~ ; ; f i ! ; ' .• i• ) ! (! , , ! . 
20 ' ,, · :" (c) UnJess:tlJc motion.nnd the files ·nnd.r~rds ,Qf th() 
21 · rose ooncln.sively . show that. the prisoner, J~ , .entitlc<i:-to ho 
22 relief, the court shall cause .notice thereof , to·. b£\ served upon 
23 the United States attorney,' grant: a., prompt~ h~g. ~licre-
24 on, determine the issues nnd n1ake -findings: of.fact : ~~q con;. 





1 . the judgment was rendered without jurisdiction, or that the 
2 -. ~t~ncc _impo~ wn_s not authorized by law or is otherwise 
. --··. 
· 3 . . open to colla.teral . attack, or that there has . Leen .a denial or 
4 infringement of the constitutional rights. ,of the. prisoner as 
- -
5.~ described· in subsection . (a}. of thl~ section. the court shall 
. 6 ,. discharge the prisoner or rcsentence him or grnnt a new triol 
. . . 
7 or correct the sentence as may nppenr approprin.te. 
- • 4 .~ ... 
,Si •!: .. · ' .' (d) A.court may entertain and determine such motion 
9 without requiring the production .. of tht? pri~oner nt the 
10: hearing. · . ·: · : .. .. 
11 " ( e) The sentencing court : shull not he required .to 
13, ent.ertnin a · second or suoccssh·o motion for. similnr relief on 
13 behalf of the same prisoner. 
14- ·:. • "(f)- An nppool mny ·be -tnken to ,thc-. conrt of appeals 
15 from the order entered on the morion , -in: accordance with 
1(; . ttection 2253 of this title~; :;· .. •:=. ;. ' :· 
17 "(g) An application for a writ of habeas corpus in ~ 
18· halt · of · a priwncr who · is authorized . to / apply · for rcliof 
19 by motion pursunnt to this section, shall not be ontcrtnincd 
20 if it np~orn thnf the npplicant. h~ .failed, to apply for relief, 
21 by · motion; to tho ·court : which scnicnced, him. or that. suoh 
22 · ronrt ha~ denied him relief, unless -it: also nppears that tLc 
23 · remedy by motfoni·is inadequnto or ineffoctivo to t~t tho 
24 l~lity of his detention·.,, .. ·. , ~. ., ... _ ... . ·; . 
• , I ~ : , 
• ' I J' 
., .A-:42. 




1 (b) by amending the a~lysis at the beginning of 
2 the chapter by deleting 
"2-253. Appeal." 
·3 and inserting in lieu _thereof 
"2253. Appeal; Stste and Federal custody.". 
• f ; 
: • ,, 
, : i ~ 
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9:',o CONGR ESS H R. 
2D S£.Mrox -- . . 
_ ,.. __ , .. 4534 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
lfa T I, HJi-1 
)Ir. Roor~o introd111•f>fl tl1t• fullowin:? Lill; whic:h wns rcfl'rn'd to the Com-
mittre on the Judiciary 
A BILL 
To :uncn<l section 22.i-!, title .28, U uitcd States Code. 
1 Be il enacted by the Senate anti /louse of Reprcscnta-
2 tives of the United Statc.-1 of .. 1mcrica in Congress assembled, 
3 Thut section 22.i-l- of title 28 of the United Stntes Corle is 
4 amcmled-
5 · ( 1) hy striking snh~edions (h) mul ( <·) mul iusrrt-
G ing in lieu thereof the foll owiug: 
7 "(h) An npplicntion for n writ of hnhrns corpus in be-
s lmlf of n 1)erson iu <·n:;;tody pnrl-nnut to tl1c judgment of n 
9 State court shnll not he grnuted uulcs~ it nppenrs tlint the 
10 npplimnt lrns ex.hnusted tl1c rrmedics n,·nilnhlc in the courts 
11 of the State ns to nll i:-~ncs whi<'h he wishes to rnisc in Frd-
12 crnl ronrt, or thnt thl•re i~ eith<•r nu nh:--<'IH·e of aYnilnJ,Je Stntc 
I 
1~pc4£µ:-.,-"z. ,. . ·w_., , :.;- , -.~~-- _ ·_ . __ .· , . .. ·. -•.·. A~-~-4 _ . . ,. _ _ _ _ 
,olii_llod_ .. .i_ .. _r,a~:il,l.iil-i<e-t.a-... . ._ ~-=-~ . tt¾iif::i:Ht co :\~¥:er':t5iH>~N;t;k$1 ,ry ... 1hN· I .1rlHIS ... ~..:UA.Y..,:.i•h."l.~~ .. ~~-.-:_._:.~"4~~--·~..:-.....~ ... ,.,...J'._ ,..:...:... _, 
-~----~ --
2 
1 corrective process or thC' cxistcm.·c of circumstances rendering 
2 such prucc~s ineffective to protect the rights of the prisoner. 
r, 
3 " ( c) An applicnut who lms mit presented an issue to 
4 the tourts of the Stutc-sl1.:iII 1iot be.dcei1i"c<f to have exhausted 
5 the St.:.uc cuun rcmc<lics u~ to ihat issue within the menning 
6 of this ~ection, if he has the _ right under the law of the 
7 State to misc, hy any availuhle procedure, the issue pre-
s· sentc<l. I! a Lal,ens corpus application presents an issue 
9 to the highest Stuto. court, -which enters a decision on that 
10 issue a<lvcn-c to the applicant, and if the npplicnnt docs 
11 not pt·tition the lJ nited States Supreme Court for a writ of 
12 certiorn ri. !Jc will be deemed to have cxhaustt•<l his remedies 
13 as to that i~suc on the duy following the final dny on which 
14 he ran seek such a writ of certiorari. If the applicant pcti-
15 tions for :i writ of certiorari from the United States Supreme 
16 Court, he will be deemed to lrnve cxhnuste<l his remedies 
17 on the tlay when that petition is denied or, if it is granted, 
18 on the <lay of t11c t'ntry of a dt'cision :ulvt'~c to the nppJi-
19 cant. 
!..>o " ( d) An npplication for Fc<lerul hnb<.•ns corpus relief 
21 shull 1,c lnirrrd unless such application is made within one 
22 lmudred UHU twenty dny8 following th~ date upon which 
23 the Sti1te notifies rhc potential npplicnnt of the !net that ho . 
24 hn~ cxlrnustcd his Stntc· remedies: Provided, Thnt: 
_ . __ _ ... A-_4 5 
- ·--·-- .- •- ~ - . ... - ., -.-··· ---·~ - · ...... ... . . ' ,.._ - ··· -------- . , . . 
~ 
3 
1 .. _.. . . ~' ( l) Stntc protcdnrcs hnvc nfTor<led the npplicnut 
2 3 _: fair . ppportuuity to rai~c and have n,ljmlicatcd the 
3 ·Ft'.tfornltt11l'~tion in State court; antl 
4 :.- . _ ~~_(2) .:\ftt1r the <lute of the rxlmustion of State 
5 ICill..<'.dies the State informs the applicant thnt he has 
6 exhausted his State reme<lie~, that FedPral halJeas 
7 corpus relief may be nvailnhle if he applies within the 
8 _ ~one hundred nnd twenty-<lay filiug period, nntl that, if .: 
9 _____ he.Js indigent, he is cntitled to free 1egnl n~sistnnce in 
10 _ ·dt-eiding whl'tlu.•r to apply for Fcdcrnl ImlJcas corpus 
11 relief. 
12 . :-;.. :- . ~'~ e) If the State Sl'cks to dismiss a haheas l'Orpus pro-
13 ceeding brought pursuant to this section on the ground that 
14 it was commenced after the expimtion of the one hundred nnu 
15 twenty-day filing period, the State hRs the burden of proving 
lG compliance_ with the rr•1uiremrnts of snh<livision (d). 
17 "(f) If a hahcas corpus npplieant who hns fl'<'l'in•d 
18 notice tha_t__l_ic has exl1nustc<l his State remedies as to one or 
19 more i~~ucs detcm1inrs thnt there nrc other issue~, cognizal1lc 
20 in a Frdl'ral hah<'ns corpus proce~diug, ns to which ltc hns not 
21 exhausted his State remcdi~, he mny moyo the Fe<lrrnl court 
~ in which th~ petition is pending to or<lcr thnt the npplicsnt's 
~ one hnrulr<'<l __ mul tW<'llty-.lity filing- JH'riod r.0111m('llre on the 
2-1 dilte of nof iC'e of r:-thflnstion n~ to tho~c r<'lllfiinin~ iss11r~. 
~ The rou rt !-h:111 grunt a rea~onnhlr pt'riod of timr within 
A-46 
•·-- ···--. - ···- .......... ~-----· · 
1·¥:¢ L a HJE .a;s_. 
4 
1 which to file surh an action in Staie court unless it appl'nrs 
2 that the remaining issues present no colorable Federal 
3 claim. ·. 
4 "(g) The one hundred und twenty-day period shall 
a not apply if-
6 " { 1) the requirements of -subdivision ( d) were 
7 not complied with; or 
s "(2) the 11pplication is based on grounds of which 
9 the applicant had no knowledge and of whirh by the 
10 exercise of due diligence he rould not have had knowl-
11 edge prior to ·the expiration of his ouc hlllldrcd and 
12 twenty-day filing period; or 
13 "(3) the application is hnsed on grounds which, 
14: prior to the expiration of the onc-lmndrcd-nml-twcnty-
la day filing period, woulJ not h1n-e cutitlcd t11c npplicnnt 
JG to relief and which, because of a change in law, do afford 
17 uim a colomblc clnim for relief at the time of the filing 
18 of the application. 
19 '' (h) A late application may be filed under tho condi-
20 tions 1-pccified in subdivision (g), at any time: Prodded, 
21 Thot the court may dismiss an npplicntion if it appears that 
22 there wns a substantinl <lelny in filing, that there ~ no rcn.-
23 sona t>lc justifiration for tho delny, and that the delay hns 





1 ·- rued more than Jh·e years after the imposition of sentence, 
2 --there shall be a rebuttable presumption of serious prejudice to 
. 3 q -he State." 
. 
4 (2) by redesignating subsetiions (d), (e}, nnd 
5 · (f}, as subsections (i), (j), and (k). 
A-48 
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IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
APRn. 2,1974-
Mr. J>iwcms introJuced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary 
ABILL 
To arncud title :?~ of the e 11ikd 8taks Code to proYi<le for 
.Fcdcrul pn~·nu.·nt of t·crtain expenses of States in co1mct.'tiou 
with hnbens corpus proccl'dings iu .Federal courts. 
1 Be it enacted by the Senate and f!ousc of llcpnse11ta-
2 lives of the United States of A:nerica in Congrr:ls a&<Jcmblcd, 
3 Tlmt ~cctiou 2254 (c) of title 2~ oi the United 8tntt•s Codt• 
4 . J arncmlt•d hy inserting iuuucdintely ufh.•r the second scn-
5 teuee the following: '''\Yht•ncvcr tht• Stntc produec8 uny 
6 part of the n·curd under thh1 suh:-:edion, tlw expt•ust• of sm·h 
7 production shnll he Lonie l,y the enitcd Stntes.". 
8 8E<'. 2. Sedion 2254 of title 28 of the United States 
9 Code is m11emfod by nddi1!g nt the eml tht•n·of llll' follow-
10 ing ncw suh~cction: 
I 
A-49 
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1 "(g) . \Vlu~nevcr u proccc<ling instituted in a Federal 
2 court by an application for a writ of habeas oorpus by a 
--. ,-- - . 
: .. 3}':i*~oa in cuswdy pursuant to ,the judgment of a State court 
_ _, . .. ~ , ..... ~ '- .. 
4 tcnuinates ad,·e·.rsely to the applicant, the United States 
5 shall hear the.:.:co.Kts.::oLconrt~iiicluding all witness and mar-
6 iJml fees und allowances, of such proceeding to the ex~nt 
. - --- - --
7 such costs are not recoveraule -from the applicant." 
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